NOTICE
Campus Drive for BE 2017 Pass out Batch
Company:

BitWise Solutions Ltd. (http://www.bitwiseglobal.com)

Branch:

BE- CS and IT with Min. 55 % throughout from 10th onwards.
No Current Backlogs and Good Communication Skill

Venue:

SVCE, Indore

On:

07th Nov 2016

Designation:

Software Developer (Java)/ Software Trainee engineer

Salary:

3.00 LPA

Reporting Time:

Job Location:

08:30 A.M

Pune

Process:
Online Test (on Aptitude, Technical- SQL etc…)
GD
Technical & HR Interview
Candidates are required to bring: 2 Resumes & 2 colored photographs
Original & Xerox copies of mark sheets from 10th onwards
College Id proof along with Govt photo ID proof
Transportation:
Ujjain Freeganj Tower 06.00 A.M
Dewas Lal Gate - 07.00 A.M
About Company: BitWise is a truly global, full service, IT consulting, services and project
delivery, organization. Bitwise provide guaranteed, efficient, and extremely cost-effective software
solutions to enterprises worldwide, using an onsite-offshore delivery model. Bitwise have a
consistent track record of meeting and exceeding customer expectations in the delivery of these
services. Bitwise customer-centric philosophy establishes a value proposition focused on long-term
relationships and delivery of value added services.
Bitwise worldwide headquarters is in Schaumburg, Illinois and they also maintain regional facilities
in the US and Australia. Bitwise have our own dedicated offshore development centers in India
with reliable and secure connectivity to most cities in the US, Europe and Asia-Pacific. These
state-of-the-art facilities are ISO 9001:2000 certified for quality and ISO 27001:2005 security
certified. More importantly, it is staffed by talented and committed professionals and has achieved
recognition from our customers for providing quality solutions consistently, flexibly and cost
effectively. Bitwise Global have 4 offices in Pune and 1000 plus employees across the Globe.
BitWise is a privately held group and the leadership consists of a seasoned and professional
management team who, together with our worldwide consultants, take great pride in delivering to
the goals of our prestigious clients

